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FlagView History0GUnlocked all the trophies for evil inside (PS3/PS4 only)15GHave have they lost their minds? It is better to pass them without a fight. (CH 2) Kill 25 enemies with melee attacksFul survival game difficultyOutrun giant threat in the cityNatech works! I'm going to burn it to the ground right
here! (Ch. 10) Sneak Kill enemy after hitting them with bottleKill 5 enemies with torchKill 3 live enemies with one drop of matchCollect each collectible in the gameAlve the game Complete game on random difficultyKill 5 enemies with each type of Agony BoltFully update all the attributes of SebastianThis
cave echoes like crazy. You better take a gun and shut up. (c. 8) Complete the game on Nightmare difficultyOpen all the lockers in save roomLeat update one weaponThe Mail from the screeching beastDefeat ultimate evil within The 5 enemies in a row with a furtive kill, Not being discoveredReitable
invisible enemy from the EquationEnd monster in the underground garageCompletely update the three weaponsFinish game with a clear time under 5:00:00The use of both guardians before the churchPole update all the weaponsDefate Sadist in villageEscape Keeper under the catacombsWhy I can not
keep all this Ammo? Updating all the options in the stock menu To Shine Game on?? (AKUMU) modeLure the enemy with a phone call and lock them up in the room. Use one trap to kill two or more enemies in The Destination. (c. 2) Survive in a duel without using any electronic devices in the
environment. (c. 2) Survive in a duel without using any electronic devices in the environment. (Ch. 2) Collect all the research documents in Assignment.Collect all personnel files in Assignment.Complete Hidden Letter in Assignment.Clear Appointment in KURAYAMI Mode.Clear Chapter 1, Oath. Clear
Chapter 2, Crossroads. Save Sebastian's life in the hotel. (Ch. 4) Clear Chapter 3, Illusions. Where do we go from here? Clear Chapter 4: A Ghost Is Born. Collect all the research documents in Consequence.Collect all personnel files in Consequence.This is just the beginning to complete a hidden letter in
Consequence.Clear Consequences in KURAYAMI mode. 1. Collectibles 1.1. All collectible locations (Each Corner and Cranney) 1.2. All Key Locations (Unlock Master) 2. History related to 2.1. A la Corvo (Chapter 2) 2.2. Knife hits chainsaw (Chapter 3) 2.3. The house where the hospice (Chapter 4) 2.4.
Not part of the job description (chapter 5) 2.5. Everyone gets one (chapter 6) 2.6. I don't have time for this! (Chapter 7) 2.7. Control of the item (chapter 8) 2.8. Bathed in flames (Chapter 10) 2.9. Not a scratch on it! (Chapter 12) 2.10. Entry-level electrician (chapter 14) 3. Different 3.1. Silent Kill - Kill 5
enemies in a row with a sneak kill without being detected 3.2. Bloody brawl bar - sneak kill the enemy hitting them with a 3.3 bottle. Drop It Like It's Hot - Kill 3 live enemies with one drop of the match Each corner and Cranney collect every collectible in the game. There are a total of 106 collectibles in the
evil inside that will earn you every corner and Cranny trophy or achievement. They are divided into 6 categories: 16 personal documents, 16 documents, 28 fragments of maps, 21 newspapers, 15 posters of missing persons, 10 audio cassettes. The keys to the locker are not required! All your caries
successes to the new game are plus. So don't worry, if you miss something, you can get it on the next pass or through the chapter to choose after beating the game. Running a brand new game, however, will remove all your progress. You can check the Archive in the pause menu to see how many
objects you have found. Each of them has an individual name, so you can figure out what you are missing. Full PLAYLIST: Master unlocks open all the lockers in the save room. There are a total of 46 locker keys in the evil inside. The keys are needed to open the safes in the hospital (where you save
your game). 44 of the keys are scattered throughout the story, and the remaining 2 can be found inside the lockers. Opening all the lockers will earn you a Master unlocking trophy/achievement. Each locker contains useful items such as ammunition or green gel to enhance your skills. There are only 45
lockers, so there is one extra key in the game. Most of the keys are inside the white statues of Madonna. You need to destroy the statue to uncover the key. Some others can be found in small boxes throughout history. There's no way to track down what keys you've already got. If you die after receiving
the key you have to pick it up again! Only after reaching the checkpoint will your progress be maintained. You can grab the missing keys through the chapter to choose after beating the game. Have they gone mad? It is better to pass them without a fight. (Ch.2) Chapter 2 The only zombie you can kill in
this mission is the very first where you get a revolver. You can hurt other zombies, just don't kill them with your weapons or melee attacks. It is normal, however, if they go to traps and kill themselves. This is not considered a murder and is not annulled by the trophy or achievement. Just run past all the
enemies. It doesn't matter if they see you or not. When you reach the gate you have to open it with the handle. Some zombies will wake up nearby and attack you. So let go of the weirdo and lure them away. Then run back to the gate and open them. The knife hits the chainsaw, his engine roars, but my
knife is strong enough to pull it out. (Ch.3) Chapter 3 At the end of this chapter you need to fight the big zombie chainsaw. Before entering this battle you have to eliminate all the other enemies in the area to make the trophy / much easier. The key for Sneak kill is a flash flash flash bolts with a crossbow.



Flash bolt can be found in the clock tower on the right side of the area. You can always craft more for 2 craft materials on the bolt (disable the traps to get enough materials to upgrade). Before you dipp the zombie you have to loosen it. I shot him twice with explosive bolts, twice with standard harpoon
bolts and twice with a shotgun. Now all you need is one furtive attack with a knife to kill him. If you haven't loosened it enough, then just keep crafting flash bolts, shoot them at the enemy and keep doing sneak attacks until he's dead. The house where hospice is that vision in hospice ... Why here? Why
now? Chapter 4 At the very beginning of Chapter 4 you need to follow your teammate doctor for a few seconds until he stops in front of the front door to the building. Go and explore the first floor. In one of the rooms is an old friend of the doctor and he turned into a zombie. Killing him will cause cutscene
and trophy/achievement will pop after cutscene is over. Not included in the description of the work, the water rises, but we will come out of it without scratch. (Ch. 5) Chapter 5 To get this trophy/achievement you have to rescue Kidman from the water tank without Joseph taking any damage (he's your
teammate). Joseph's health bar is displayed on the left side of the screen. If it loses any health you should reboot the last autosave immediately! This is normal if Joseph loses health before this part of the mission. He just can't lose his health during part of the water tank. I highly recommend doing this in a
new game! This video was shot on the first pass, not buying any upgrades what it was, but on the second run you will have significantly better equipment. So if you have a problem with this on your first pass, please consider making it to the next launch. The beginning of the fight is by far the most difficult
part. There are many enemies up and about on all sides and Joseph stands in the center of the area without any coverage. The best strategy here is to use grenades and shoot explosive bolts and shock bolts on the ground in front of the cages where the enemies come. Bolts act like mines and explode
when the enemy gets close to them. Explosive bolt is super useful as it is often taken out by 3 or more enemies at once when they run out of cells. The shock bolt stuns enemies for a moment, giving you time to clear the area. After the first big wave of enemies dead becomes easier. The number of
enemies in each wave will fall, and they will come from only one direction. Kill them close to the point of caviar, then they won't even have a chance to get close to Joseph. Everyone gets someone who won't reach out for the man clinging to his (Ch. 6) Chapter 6 To get this trophy / / you have to save
Joseph from falling from the ledge. In a couple of minutes in this chapter you will come to some ruins. There is a wooden bridge on the roofs. You need to climb there on one of the stairs and wait for Joseph to be pushed off the bridge by enemies. Now help Joseph come back. It depends a little bit on
luck. It helps if you wait until enemies with Gatling Guns start shooting at you. If Joseph kills all the enemies on the bridge, you have to reboot the last car station to try again. I don't have time for this! He won't be dead! It's better to fight only when you have to. Chapter 7 During this chapter, you will face
the Guardians for the first time. These are big enemies with a metal box on their head. For this trophy/achievement you can only kill two of them (and these two must be killed to progress in the mission)! The first one you come across must be killed to open the door. This will lead you to a fizzy area where
many Keepers spawn endlessly. You can't kill them. Instead, use valves to keep the gas out. Another Keeper will appear in the room of the second valve. That's the last thing you're allowed to kill. The third valve is the biggest problem. It will take some time to turn it off and one of the Keepers will hunt you
down. Lure him to the opposite side of the area and shoot him with a freezing Bolt to slow him down. Now run quickly to the third valve and turn it off. Comlete the chapter to unlock the trophy or achievements. The control of this cave echoes like crazy. You better take a gun and shut up. (Ch. 8) Chapter 8
During this chapter you can never shoot any of your weapons to get this trophy/achievement! You can equip your weapon, but you can't use it. The only hard part is at the beginning where there are several enemies roaming the area. You need to use the handle to open the gate, but there are two enemies
in front of it. You have to lure them to the other end of the cave. Just let them see you and slowly walk away (not too fast, or they'll lose you and go back to their posts). Once you've lured them away you run back to the gate as fast as you can and open it. The rest of the chapter is very simple. Just run
past all the enemies and you'll do in a couple of minutes. Bathed in flames enough running! I'm going to burn it to the ground right here! Chapter 10 is highly recommended to do so in a new game! After beating The Story for the first time you choose a new game on the title screen and download Chapter
10 in chapter select. This will automatically give you a rocket launcher. This will make it much easier. Part of this trophy/achievement begins when you get to the crematorium where everything is burning. Up to this point you can't kill Laura (she'll always run when she's about to die and health, so just
ignore it until you get to this point). Use fire traps and corpses to burn it. While it burns, you can attack with a grenade launcher. It takes about 10 direct hits with a grenade launcher to kill her. Not a scratch on it! I'm not taking any risks, this bus can't do much more damage. (c. 12) Chapter 12 At the very
end of Chapter 12 is a short sequence where you need to drive a bus. For this trophy/achievement you can't hit enemies with your bus while driving down the highway. All you have to do is steer left and right. If you hit an enemy by accident you have to recharge the autoload immediately. An entry level
electrician I have to get this whole panel generator running on occasion. Chapter 14 During Chapter 14 you will have to turn on the generator. Next to the generator is a panel where you can solve a small scheme scheme. Just copy the layout diagram from this video. You have to put all 3 pieces in the
right position to power all the electrical equipment at once. You can't leave the panel in between! If you only power up two parts, then make a third separate it won't count. When everything is in place, you have to leave the panel for the trophy/achievement to unlock. Silent Kill Kill 5 enemies in a row with a
furtive kill without being detected. Chapter 2 Search one enemy near a checkpoint and then furtively kill him with a knife from behind and load the last autosave again. Just repeat this until you have made 5 furtive kills without being detected. There's a great place in Chapter 2 where the enemy stands
next to the campfire and there's a checkpoint in the same place. Kill it, pause the game, load the car and repeat. You can farm all the others to kill trophies in the same way! Bloody brawl Bar Sneak kill the enemy after hitting them with a bottle. Chapter 2 is a great place for this in Chapter 2, in the area
after the zombie that knocks on the door. Go uphill and there will be zombies next to the fire. Take one of the bottles off the ground and throw it on your head. It is important that you hit the head! It will stun him within seconds. Fast run up to him and perform a furtive kill. Throw it as it's hot to kill 3 live
enemies with a single drop of the match. Chapter 2 In front of the gate that you need to open two zombies to sleep on the ground. Don't use the handle for the gate yet as it will wake them up. Lure another zombie towards them and shoot him in the foot so that he falls to the ground. When all 3 are close
together you drop the match to burn them. You can download your last auto save if you need to try again. Just make sure the third zombie lands on top of two sleeping zombies. If you are out of matches you can find some in the buildings of this area. Area. the evil within the consequence trophy guide
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